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Think you have a lot of pressure on your shoulders? Nick Gautier was born to bring about the end of

the world . . . it's not easy being the heir of a demon overlord. But Nick is determined to thwart his

destiny and get into a good college. To be more than his genetics and prophecy foretell. No one is

ever going to tell this stubborn Cajun who and what he really is. Or how to live his life.  Not even the

Fates of the Universe. But now that he and his team of ancient gods and demons have claimed the

Eye of Ananke and he sees the missteps of the future, he has to battle the demons within that are

far deadlier and more treacherous than any he's battled before. All the while his arch nemesis is

back and determined to reclaim his place as the harbinger for Armageddon. Even if it means killing

Nick and barbecuing everyone he loves to do so.
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Kenyon's writing is certainly getting better, or rather, she's becoming more comfortable writing Y/A.

While I do think this has the best writing in the CON series thus far, the plot felt incomplete and was



hard to follow. This is most likely a case of "the manuscript was too long, so we cut it in half," which

would explain the fairly short length of this novel. A lot of questions raised by the plot were left

unanswered and over all it didn't have the action that the previous books had. There was a good

amount of backstory and character development revealed though and the revelations made by

several characters were definitely worth reading.

I love the series. I try my best to read the book at a slow pace so that I wouldn't have to wait another

year for the next book. But, I always fail and end up reading it within a week!! I liked the other books

better than this one preferably. I personally felt that this book was kind of a filler. It helped me

understand certain aspects of the story just to screw me over and add even more information. There

is an overwhelming amount of information in this book to have it sink in with one read. If you're

starting the series with this book, stop reading now and go to a previous book. I loved it regardless

because I can't get enough of the characters. Can't wait for the next book!!The end was a little

abrupt. I expected to there to be more after everything that happened / explained in the story.

As always with the Nick chronicles Sherrilyn didn't let us down! Each book fleshed the characters

out more and more; and as the people and world get more detailed the story doesn't get lost or

repetitive! Top-notch storytelling that demands more books! I truly can't recommend this series any

higher it is a must read. I have the Dark Hunter series and yes this is a spin off, but unlike the DH

series it doesn't keep reusing the same trope over and over. Unless you count the good verses evil

trope but all readers know that's a requirement not really a trope. If you enjoy Fantasy you must

read this series or be sorely lacking all your days! LOL I know once you start this series you won't

be able to stop the only unbearable thing is waiting for the next book. Happy reading.

I love this series, these books make me feel like im apart of it all. You begin to love certain

characters, hate others and sit back and enjoy the chaos and beauty of these books, I wouldve

given it a 5 star rating except i finish these in a day, there just to short for me, if they could be longer

id be happy! i at least can say theres many more to come...especially with how they end!

This book was confusing at times, but then the pieces began to fall into place. I felt like I should've

done a series re-read before this book, even though Sherri is fairly good at recapping what has

previously happened. I loved how we learned about the pasts of several characters and relations

they have to others!!! I also wished I had taken notes to keep track of lineages and who was kin to



whom. Overall, the book was amazing (once you started following along), as are all her books! I

can't wait for book 8, Intensity, to be released!

I never "envisioned" I would be so into this series, but what can I say, Sherrilyn Kenyon has had my

loyalty since I first read one of her stories in 2003!!! This book has enlightened me to the

relationship between some of the characters. I mean WOW!!! I could not put my kindle down!! It was

full of thrills and chills and some serious surprises!!! I definitely can't wait until the next installment,

but I know I have to and will. This book is a great read and a must have!!! Don't try to just jump in

and start this series without starting at the first book of this series! Trust me, you will not be

disappointed. Keep writing Sherrilyn Kenyon, keep on writing Boo!!!

Will start by saying that I LOVE this series! I'm still trying to wrap my mind around all the info that's

in this book. I think SK needs to give us a cliffnotes version so I can try to keep up w/all the info she

smashed into this installment! Hard to write a review w/out spoilers on this one...just keep in mind

that if you are new to the series, skip this and start at the beginning or you will be lost! I've been

reading the DH and CoN from the beginning, and I'm still a wee bit confused after reading this one.

And can we say how much I HATED that cliffhanger! ACK! Now we wait...

Love this series. Have been a fan of Sherrilyn Kenyon's past series. This is more of a teen series,

but love the Nick character. Fun and entertaining. I recommend ordering all books in this series!
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